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I WENT OUT WALKING
I went out walking tonight, and I saw a
strange grey glow in the clouds, as if the stars
and the moon behind those clouds were seek-
ing to spy me walking below. The clouds
looked like an endless quilt, wrapping this
Midwest winter's night in their soft, warm
glow. They were enveloping, all around
above, and unmoving motionless, simply
there.
Intermittently a light would pass over my head
- street lamps along the glum-grey roadway.
Beneath each, surrounding me now, above and
below as I stood for a second in their bril-
liance, a tiny world of reality would gleam
with frosty colours. The grey-black pavement
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shimmered white-gold beneath clear patches
of ice; brown grass lawns, crowned in tiny
pale flake-lets of snow were dazzling within
this little halo of luminescence against the
shadowed backdrop of houses and yards.
Beyond the streetlight's sight, as I continued
on, the shadows themselves became alive with
shades of browns and blacks. There was a
dusky radiance in the world round about. The
gnarled shape of an age-old tree, its branches
reaching up into the darkness above, embraced
a sun and moon it could not see. Its coal-
black knots, like eyes, stared back at me, an
intruder in this strange shade dream world.
I'd passed beyond the town and now the shad-
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